LOOKBOOK MODELS
What You Can Expect
Paid lookbook modeling or catalog modeling contains nudity (dressing room / implied / artistic).


Must first qualify and process as a [ Fitting Model, see FITTING MODEL, What You Can Expect ]



No age requirement



Work from “in-studio” or “on-location”



Target measurement requirements [ sizes 0-4 ]



10 hour shifts



Pay is at the approximate rate of $25 per hour and includes a 15 minute break every hour.



Duties include: posing in clothing, lingerie, swimwear and heeled footwear for extended periods of time

1.

Please wear loose, non-constricting clothing to your shoot. Do not arrive in undergarments, shape wear,
and/or swimwear; which may leave marks and bruising of the skin. This is not a desire effect, so please
leave them at home or in your bag to change into after the session/appointment.

2.

Before the shoot you will be given the opportunity to ask questions. There are no stupid questions; if you have
any, ask them. The model- release contract will be explained to you. Again, if you have any questions, please
ask them.

3.

During the breaks, I will provide a bathrobe, slippers and refreshments.

4.

After the photo shoot you will be paid and will be asked to sign a release. Signing the release is a condition of
being paid.

5.

After signing the release, you will be given a questionnaire. This gives you the opportunity to critique me
as a photographer.

6.

Up to four selected 8 x 10 “straight” photography images of photos taken during your modeling session may be
purchased at cost (10 USD per print/image or 15 USD for both). Alternatively, two special effects (digitally
enhanced) images made from photos taken during your photography session may be purchased at cost (20 USD
per print/image or 25 USD for both). All other photos will be considered limited edition/reproduction prints, unless
(see clause 7.)

7.

Modeling in exchange for prints/CD/DVD/Blu-Ray/Thumb Drive/Hard Drive, etc., may be negotiated
(usually not for payment), but I will retain the negatives and the copyright.
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